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I'd just like to say thanks to: Frank Petrie, Forrest Park, Paul (Mollo) Mollison, Bruce Mear,
Paul Hubbard, John Amor, Glen Kraemer, Jerry
Furnell,
Bruno
Wright,
David
Allen,
John
Mahaffy, Alison Farrar, The Fanatics (Wayne Lee
Bill Koorneef, Ken Jensen, Ian McLean), Denis
Cummings, Bob Barnes, Martyn yeomans, Bernie
Beer, Kieran Tapsell, Peter Meredith, Richard Mc
Whinney, Bill Temby, Fat Freddies Little Friend
(john Reynoldson), Dr. B.J. Hill, Scott (Biggles)
Tucker, Don Rottman, Gavin Gilmour, Chris
Pacey, Ian Jarman, Brian Body, Nigel Goddard,
Rob Woodward, Ted McAllan, Graeme (Ethel)
Etherton, Steve Hagney, Trevor Gardner, Geoff
Martin,
Mark
Alford,
Ross
Duncan,
Andy
Kennedy,
Dermot
Meaney,
Beverly
Kritz,
Graham Mercer, Dave Petrie, Mark Burger, Chris
(Space) Hunter, Liz Coby, Rod White, Craig
Worth, Rob and Marie Van Der Klooster, John
Coby, Chicken George (the Ghostwriter) Smith,
Julius Mak, "Nod", Caron Greathead, Phil Tickle,
Pete Koorneef, David Coy, Gary Davie, Wes Hill,
John Walmsley, Paul Stanyon, Arty Amor, Stan
Roy, Wayne Beckenham, Adrian Sutton, Steve
Kenessy, Danny van der Walle, Ken Tilley, Jason
Rogers, Roger Stevenson, Mark Dennis, Garry
Morgan, "The Big K", John Murby, Dave Drabble,
Trevor M. Pearson, Rod Birrel, Bryan Hayhow,
Glen Wilson, Glen Connor, Bill Davidson, Kel
Smith, Wayne Bagnall, Henk van Raalte, R.R.
Nairn,
Kevin
Cowie,
Linda
Porritt,
Clyde
Farquar, Bill Moyes, Steven Kip, Peter Gray,
Brian Rushton, John Selby, Sue, Heather and
Rhonda, (Hang Drivers), Ron Christiaans, David
Middleton, Ivan Batie, Alan Tolley, Albyn G. Mullner, Bill Thorneywork, Free Flight Addicts, (Dave
Montgomery and Mike Everest), Mark Madden,
Messenger Newspapers, Myles Nott, Gilbert Griffith, Peter Baboucek, Greg Tanner, Michael Mc
Shane, Peter Wright, Tony Gordon, Alaric (the
Flying Hun) Giles, Gary Hickson, Steve Rooney,
Alan Marshman, Bill Menz, M. Kenny, Sue Hansen, Paul Donovan, Brett Tooker, Dean (Stick)
Tooker, William White, Lyn Freeman, Ian O'Niell,
Mike Smith, Mark Lys, Tim Quick, Mark Pike,
Bill Stewart, Joan H., Michael Duffield. Roger
Small, S. McCracken,_ Andy Mower, Graham Symonds, Peter (Muff) Muffet, John (Charlie Red
truck) Clark, Phil Flentje, Shane Newell. Rob
· Hibberd, Ross Cow dell,
John Roberts. Greg
· Smith, Jim Kelly, Werner
Pfendler and Tony
Dennis.
Without your contributions and support
over the past twelve issues, there would. not have
· been a past -twel ve issues.

Mak, Chris South.
La yout. Design and Dishwashing: Chris
South, Adam Hunt, Geoff Martin, Shayne
College.
Crocodile Trained by: Sterling Mullup.

I would also like to pay a special tribute to
Adam Hunt, whose tireless efforts, and! enormous
talent did so much to make my job easier. and
to Vicki and Julian J ames who came Ito my rescue in Adam's absence.
I cannot thank you
enough.
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And finally, · I'd like to thank the intrepid Geoff
Martin, a twenty-one year old gentleman of leisure, who has valiantly volunteered himself as
your new Editor. For those of you who are yet
to meet Geoff, he can be recognised as the
driver of a gaudily painted Volkswagon stationwagon, called "Turbowank".
He has been flying
for about two years and is rapidly progressing towards ,his P;RA rating. His magnificent gesture
in agreeing to take over this heavy burden
almost moves me to forgive him for crashing into the kingpost of my beloved Probe while I was
observing him for his P.R.3.
Thanks to all of Y0U, and I'll cop ya later.
been fun, hasn't it? ·

It's

Well known cat-lover Adam
Mun t leaps skyward.

A hu ntin B pa rty from Club Smil e Hig h stru ggle
wi t h a native t ruck d~ rin g t he Whip Mt Ho deo.
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Preliminary Notice
1987 MT. BUFFALO WORLD MASTERS
The entry fee is likely to be $USI00.00.
HANG GLIDING COMPETITION
Next year,
the Mt. Buffalo "Cross-Country
Classic" and the Australian Nationals will be combined into one big event - the "Mt. Buffalo
World Masters". This will be used as a trial for
the World Championships in 1988, so the field
will be at least 120, with 60 places available for
foreign pilots. As the event is a "Masters" contest we will not necessarily accept all entries,
for will selection be simply on a "first come,
first served" basis. Also, it may be necessary to
limit the pilots from anyone country to 6 (i.e.
same as the World Championship team size).

A tow-launched "Flatlands" competition will again
be held in New South Wales probably early to
mid-January, rather than from late December to
early January.
Pilots wishing to register their interest should
send the following details to :H.G.F.A.,
Suite 508,
Sports House,
157 Gloucester Street,
SYDNEY. N.S.W. 2000 AUST.

The dates are:
*Name; *Age; *Sex; *Address: *Phone No.;
*Rating; *brief details of Competition
experience during 1985 & 1986.
January 24th and 25th, 1987 Registration and Practice.
January 26th. to February 7th., 1987.
Competition.

M.J. Yeomans,
President

Name: ............................... .

FOR SALE

Address: ............................. .
. . . • . •• • • . . • . . • • . • . • • . . P Icode . •.•.....

H.G.F.A.
PRODUCTS
H.G.F.A.
PRODUCTS

Car stickers_ _@ $1.5 0

$

I ron-on cloth
badges_@ $2.00

$

Back issues
'Skysailor' @ $1.00
month _ _year

Cut out the order form below and return
it with cheque or Money Order to:
H.G.F.A
Suite 50B,Sports House
157-161 Gloucester Street,
SYDNEY.
NSW
2000

month _ _year
month_ _year

$

TOTAL
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META~ORPHOSIS
. Powered to Free Flight
By Peter (Muff) Muffet
Power steady at 100 percent,.Brakes released, the machine unpent.
Gathering speed until ... . silently,
The earth recedes below
And the magic of altitude takes control.
Through five thousand feet I climb.
Things to check, oxygen, pressurisation,
Pressures and temperatures need constant attention.
The radio humming with traffic congestion
A reminder that I'm. not up here alone.
A syllabus to be achieved and conquered,
Through the void I wandered
In search of my own piece of sky,
Clear of clouds and other craft,
Somewhere to let loose and carve.
Pulling back to point at the sun,
Rolling left, inverted, falling through vertical,
Back towards the horizon,
Airspeed and altitude counter-rotating,
Rolling, looping, feeling the "g".

'~i chards (minus
',Qvacastriun grin and

l'-~ark

My vision blurring, turning grey,
The hum in my ~ars becoming a flutter.
Air, not a mask, \ pGn my face,
No instruments to obscure the view.
Feeling relaxed and flying - free!

twin fin) takes a prelaunc'! breather at
Saddleback ~oun tai n .

A horizontal bar for total control.
Feet to the right,
And towards them I roll,
Pushing out, but just enough
To keep the turn going without losing height.
Watching two birds, their wings unbent,
Circling together higher and higher
Using a thermal so they wouldn't tire.
With them I spiral, ...... until,
From cloud base, I look out and smile.
Pulling the bar in, point earthward,
Then pushing out, rolling too,
Wings slicing the horizon
As I carve through the turn,
Practicing my art in the sky.
Wishing I could stay up here longer,
To soar gracefully with the birds
Free from the bonds of earth,
But knowing this to be just a dream
I look for a place to berth.
Pushing out strongly into the flare,
From only inches, I fall from the air
Stepping out I survey the site
Then dismantle my craft and reflect
On what was a Free Flight!
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NEW EDI'lO~ NEW EDITOR NEW EDI TOR NEW EDI
TOR ?·iEW E')1TOrt NSW EDITOR NEW EDITOR NEW
EDITOR NEW EDITOR NEW EDITOR NEW EDITOR .
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FLa.La.~a ~o~
~;;aLL;;••~
By John "Charlie Redtruck" Clark
This year's Flatland's proved beyond doubt that
tow launch X-C contests are a valid and succesSful way to hold competitions for the masses of
pilots, both in Australia and overseas, without
the need to qualify that limited hill launches require.
Being the second contest of this type it was still
very much a learning process for many pilots and
the organisers, which led to some slight hiccups.
Luckily we were able to sort these out. The contest this year was a little more serious than the
first one and we expect it to further test pilots
and organisers in future.
55 P.R.3
30 - odd
of 14,240
days out
but a bit
ditions.

to P.R.5 pilots entered with a further
free fliers using the facilities. A total
kms. were flown in the compo over 8
of a possible 9; one day being flyable
"iffy" due to unpredictable weather con-

The value of flying at Parkes was again proven
when Mark Newlands flew into the history books
with the second longest flight in the world on a
practice day, "I didn't even try until after the
200 km. mark", was his comment the next day
when he finally returned, a little disappointed
when he found out he was a few kms. short of
Moyes' $500.00 for a 320 kms. flight;
congratulations once again Mark.
Val Wallington set a
new Australian Height Gain record of
no doubt about our Val.
There's little doubt
about "Nostradenis" either, with his effort in setting a new world record triangle, a distance of
82 kms., although I doubt he would have made it
if the back fence had been a little bit higher.
Each morning at the ungodly hour of 6 o'clock
I took the trike to 10,000 ft. to do a temp.
trace so that I had a reasonable chance of setting valid tasks. The value of the trike proved
itself when the Forbes Gliding Club rang us each
day for our trace because it gave them more
comprehensive
data
than
their
conventional
method.
The tasks set were four races to a Goal (see
Task Details), three "dog-leg" races to a Goal and
one triangle. Half of the tasks were completed
with the other four seeing pilots fall short by
small margins (10 meters, 3 kms., 11 kms. 24

kms. on one long task). This made speed points
important because the more pilots making goal
meant that some speed points were awarded.
This resulted in 28 flights being determined by
the clock.
The scoring system worked well,
thanks to Denis Cummings adapting it from the
Gliding movement and Paul "mollo" Mollison for
putting it into his computer. It made a heavy
task reasonably easy for me; thanks Mollo.
As with last year, trends became apparent as the
contest progressed. Some pilots found the condit-ions a little daunting and left after a few days;
cars and drivers had a stress problem . after four
days of competition and the organisers had a
drinking problem right from the start. It was
also very apparent that the most experienced tow
pilots were getting away with less tows, partly
because of their experience and partly because
their drivers were treating the rope with a little
bit more respect than others.
However, when
people got their act together they used a lot
less tows as reflected by the tow logsheets.
SAFETY
SOME PEOPLE SELLING BRIDLES ARE NOT
AWARE
OF
HOW
THE
SYSTEM
FULLY
OPERATES.
Some minor changes were made to the Belly
attachment point on quite a number of bridles.
The attachment point of the bridle at the harness should NOT be allowed to move from side
to side as this leads to delays in making the system work. Some of the ropes were worn where
this was occurring. A number of bridles did not
meet our requirements in the "non-stretch"
department either. Please be sure of your equipment or ask someone who knows. The pilots who
changed these things said afterwards the towing
felt much better. Any pilots needing info. on
the basics (or lessons) should get in touch with
myself or Denis Cummings on (065) 72 4747.
There were some minor incidents relating to how
people handled the conditions of inland flying in particular - landing, and one that could have
been more serious (see letters to Ed. Feb. '85).
However, some 1200 (approx.) compo tows were
achieved without any incidents to the actual towing.
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Some minor difficulties were experienced with
radio communications from towing on close channels on C.B.
Part of the problem was due to
SKYSAILOR being late with the entry forms and
pilots turning up without knowing all the requirements for the contest, particularly which channels they would be allowed to tow on.
John
Amor gave an excellent seminar on the advantages of the Hang Gliding movement going to, perhaps, U.H.f. which was demonstrated to be far
more effective and reliable despite the initial
extra cost. Next year will most likely see the
introduction of this system.
There were only
two incidents of pilots forgetting to unclip their
mikes - their mates on the ground were not
impressed!
This year also saw
ing by a Sydney
teething problems
effectiveness under

• 98(;

All In all, we believe the contest went off
extremely well and indeed we showed the world
Hang Gliding community the benefits of flatland
flying. Lindsay Ruddock, from England was quite
impressed and has written an excellent article In
"Wings".
Thanks go to all the people who made the contest a success;
DRIVERS, pilots, officials; In
fact, everyone who was there.
A special mention to The OLD MAN himself - Nostradenis (he's
over 40 now). The feedback we are getting In
now leads us to believe next year wl\l be even
bigger.
fREEDOM MEANS GETTING IT UP!

the introduction of winch towgroup.
Alas they had a few
which cast doubt on the cost
the conditions at Parkes .

AUSTf\AL%A~ ~AT%D~ALS
By Craig Worth

The 1986 National Champion is Steve Moyes.
Steve flew consistently to defeat his fellow
countrymen.
Howpver, John Pendry and Jes
f lynn of the U.K. fi nished in front of Steve In
the final placings.
The competition was a success though marred by
the tragic electrocution of Dan Racanelli of the
U.S.A. on the last day. The Nationals advisory
committee had revised the scoring system after
the N.S.W. Titles, the heat system was again
used (4 or 5 pilots per heat), with heat loadings
on the lower heats after the first round. The
field was expanded to 60 pilots, 40 from State
Teams, 15 to be selected from the Qualifier and
5 places allocated to overseas' pilots from entry
applications.
These five selected were U.K.
pilots John Pendry, Jes flynn, Robin Rhodes,
U.S. National Champion, Rick Rawlings and Lulz
Couto from Brazil, all of whom had flown well
in the Classic.
January 7th. saw 40 pilots entered in the Nationals Qualifier. The weather forecast was for light
S.E. winds so we headed for Mt. Buffalo. The
task comittee, consisting of Paul Mollison, Drew
Cooper, Bob Barnes, Gary fimeri and myself,
decided on a nice easy task to start with - a
42 kms. race to goal at Everton. As we were
to often find, the weather forecast we were getting was far from accurate and the task turned
into an upwind grind into a stiff W.S.W. wind.
Glenn Connor and Col MacRae persevered to
make good and Birgit Svens flew well to land
just short.
.

Day two's round had to be abandoned as the
increasing westerly prevented us launching the
whole field.
Many pilots who did launch made
the Mount Beauty goal and encountered some
extreme turbulence. Phil Flenje, flying as wind
technician, spun in on landing and broke a bone
in his foot, sadly putting him out of the compo
Day three was abandoned, by the time a launch
at Bucklands Gap was organised the cloud had
overdeveloped.
Day four - second and last round, Bucklands Gap
site again with a race to goal at Brocklesby
across the Murray River. At last a valid round
and although the S.W. wind and choppy thermals
made the goal unattainable, some good flights
were recorded.

Those to qualify were:
Drew Cooper, Colin
MacRae, Glenn Connor, Vern Middleton, Elichi
Tanaka, Errol Gallant, Palle Jensen, Bob Barnes,
Birgit Svens, Gary Flmeri, Geoff Tulloch, George
Kambas, Dan Racanelli, Chip Henly, Larry Smith,
Gary Hickson, Guy Hubbard, and Dan Morrison.

Germantown and then Porepunkah goal.
Only
two pilots made goal; Danny Scott in 4 hrs. 31
mins. and Steve Blenklnsop in a marathon 6 hrs.
33 mins. Steve gained added determination to
make goal to highlight some flaws In our scoring
system which have seen been hopefully rectified.

Guy Hubbard withdrew and Gary Flmeri took Phil
Flentje's place In the S.A. team to give us a
field of 60 in the main competition.

An elated Eiicchi Tanaka from Japan flew his
personal best distance of 83.5 kms. for the
fourth best flight of the day. Good one Itchy!

I personally think that the qualifier system Isn't
working. I would like to see the field for the
Nationals in future being made up of state teams
and perhaps reserve some places for Australian
and overseas pilots selected on past competition
performances.

After round three, Danny Scott had gleared away
in the lead, with John Pendry second, Steve
Moyes third, Drew Cooper fourth and Dan Racanelli fifth.

Nationals Round One.
After we sorted out the
State Teams and collected late entry fees, the
pilots elected the task committee consisting of
John Pendry, Al Daniel, Neil Mersham, Paul Mollison, and myself.
The westerly forecast saw us at Myrtleford Hill
and a 64 kms. task to Bullioh was called. Nine
pilots made goal, best time was Danny Scott
with 2 hrs. 13 mlns.
Robin Rhodes couldn't
clear the road at goal and had to land 50
metres short.
Day two's round was abandoned after a late
start, because of poor thermal conditions and
increasing wind we were unable to launch the
entire field from Myrtleford.
Myrtleford Hill again!
The task
Round Two.
was a race to goal at Harrietville via Mt. Big
Seventeen pilots made
Ben and Porepunkah.
goal. After saying before launch that he thought
the task would probably take three hours to
complete, John Pendry did it in 3 hrs. 1 min.! for the fastest time of the day. Danny Scott
won his heat with the second fastest time of 3
hrs. 7 mins., beating Rick Rawlings by 50 seconds.
After round two, John Pendry and Danny Scott
shared first place while Dan Racanelli, Steve
Moyes and Ricky Martin were level In third place.
One rule I had previously stressed was that turn
point photos must be correct before turn points
Gary Hickson in the "flying
would be scored.
clothes line" was the first to suffer. On reaching the Porepunkah turn point, he pulled up his
camera string to find nothing on the end, so he
unfortunately scored a last in his heat.
Round Three - Mount Buffalo at last!
After
three days in the dust at Myrtleford, the glidereating rocks at Buffalo were a pleasure. The
task was a 105 kms. triangle, out to Kergunyah
at the mouth of the Kiewa Valley, back to

The rain on the following day forced a lay-day;
and after placating some gentlemen from the
Communications Dept. with $12 for C.B. radio
licences, many of the crew hit the wineries.
Round four - Despite an early morning S.W.
change with rain, and much pilot protest, we
managed to fly from Myrtleford Hill when conditIons surprisingly Improved In the afternoon.
Twenty-two pilots made the Mt. Beauty goal via
Glen Creek : a 59 kms. course. Best time was
John Pendry with 1 hr. 41 mins., Rick Rawlings,
2 mins. slower and Jes Flynn and Steve Moyes
3 mins. slower again, producing some exciting
racing.
At the end of round four, John Pendry had
moved back up to join Danny Scott in the lead.
Steve Moyes and Drew Cooper maintained their
third and fourth positions respectively, and Jes
Flynn moved into fifth place.
Round five · - Everton Hill and the day looked
ideal for X-C with a steady S.E. wind and good
looking cuts streeting downwind, just the day to
set a record or two so the task was a race to
goal 276 kms. downwind. The pilots who got up
and away soon realised that the wind was S. W.
further out on the flatlands, but despite the
cross-wind, Jes Flynn made a· creditable 175 kms.
towards goal with Steve Moyes 169 kms. and
John Pendry 154 kms. Although the day didn't
produce a world record flight, many pilots flew
their personal best distances Birgit Svens again
demonstrated her expertise to set an unofficial
Australian Women's Distance record of 130+ kms.
and the effervescent Mole opted to forget goal
and fly downwind for a 100+ mile flight.
When the dust settled, John Pendry found himself
alone on top, with Steve Moyes moving into second place and Danny Scott dropping back to
third. J es Flynn continued his upward hove and
ended up in fourth place, with Rick Rawlings
moving up into fifth.
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Round Six - Bucklands gap for the last round.
The southerly wasn't real strong so we set a
race back to Parepunkah, 37.5 kms. crosswind/
upwind. John Pendry showed championship winning form to leave the rest of the top heat well
. behind and overtake Neil Mersham, Bruce Reeve
and some other pilots who had launched an hour
earlier.
No-one made goal due to some high
cloud cover creeping in from the highlands, but
John managed 35 kms. while Steve 3lenkinsop
wasn't far behind with 33 kms. after a close
tussle with Gary Fimeri who landed 1 km. behind.
As I mentioned earlier our scoring syste m still requires a little improvement, but looking at the
final standings, few pilots could say they were
placed unfairly after their performances.
John fully deserved ,his win, winning his heat in
four of the six rounds.
Jes Flynn also proved himself a threat for the
coming World Championships.
National champion Steve Moyes aga in demonstrated his persistency, beating John Pendry on
two of the five times they flew each other.
Danny Scott flew well, leading the field until the
last two rounds.
Neil Mersham and Drew Cooper showed themselves to be future World Team prospects, and
best newcomer to the Nationals was fifteenth
placed Lee Scott from the Mid North Coast of
N.S.W.
The State Team trophy again returned to S.A.
though N.S.W. were a close second.
Finally, I would like to again thank the officials
llnd friends who helped make the competition
successful.
Craig.

Our CAnberra correspondart
a rrives at work .
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FINAL PLACINGS
Pilot

Score

Pos .

PENDRY John
FLYNN Jes
MOYES Steve
SCOTT Daniel
RAWLINGS Rick
MERSHAM Neil
COOPER Drew
RHODES Robin
MARTIN Ricky
RACANELLI Dan
NEWLAND Mark
BLENKINSOP Steve
FIMERI Gary
DANIEL Alan
SCOTT Lee
MIDDLETON Vern
BEAVIS Alan
DUNCAN Russell
TULLOCH Geoff
ARMSTRONG Tony
JARMAN Ian
KAMBAS George
O'NEILL Ian
DANIEL Bruce
BARNES Robert
WRIGHT Bruno
HILL Ken
BRADEN Carl
MURDOCH Paul
BOOMEN Michael
WATSON Andy
CUMMINGS Denis
COUTO Luiz
DAVIES Peter
GILMOUR Steve
TUCKER Scott
REEVE Bruce
MACRAE Colin
DAVIES Rob
PRITCHARD Phil
CONNOR Glenn
KLEVEN John
MURBY John
SUMMONS Harry
WHITE Rod
SANDLER Stephen
SMITH Larry
MOLON EY Gre g
ROTT MAN Don
JENSEN Palle
TANAKA Eiichi
SVENS Birgit
MORRISON Dan
GRAHAM Chris
GORDON Tony
GALLANT Errol
HENLY Chipp
HICKSON Gary
DAVIl':S Stuart

16.60
19.80
20.60
21.60
23.60
24.60
25.90
26.00
27.90
29.90
30.40
31.40
31.90
32.70
34.50
36.60
37.30
38.10
38.80
41.20
42.80
43.80
45.10
46.70
47.10
47.80
47.90
48.60
51.30
52.60
52;80
53.50
54.40
54.90
56.00
58.50
58.90
59.50
61.00
62.40
63.50
63.90
64.80
68.40
69.00
69.80
70.00
70.40
70.50
71.00
72.50
73. 10
74. 10
74.10
74.50
75.40
76.60
80. 50
81.10

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53=
53=
55
56
57
58
59
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THE ANNUAL SOUTH AUSTRALIA-VICTORIA

PILOT SCORE SUMMARY

CHALLENGE

Pilot

Score

Pos.

DANIEL Alan
HUBBARD Guy
BRADEN Carl
CUMMINGS Denis
GILBERT Denis
NEWLAND Mark
WRIGHT Bruno
PETRIE David
MATHEWSON Phil
PRITCHARD Phil
WHITE Willie
GORDON Dave
GARTNER B.
HILL Ken
TULLOCH Geoff
MALONEY Greg
CUMMINGS lain
MARTIN Ricky
DANIEL Bruce
KAMBAS George
BIRD Jon
MOLLISON Paul
MORGAN Garry
TOLLEY Alan
BOOMEN Mike
GARDNER Trevor
SALLUSTIO Don
HUNTER Chris
GOODRICH John
NOUD Toni
VINE Martin
GALLANT E.
REEVE Bruce
HILL Dianna
MEAR Bruce
FARQUHAR Clyde
WARDROP Colin
WALLINGTON Val
DENNIS Tony
MADDEN Mark
HOBSON Lisa
REES Ian
MACRAE Colin
RICHARDSON Duncan
RUDDICK Paul
SUTTON Andrew
FOREMAN C.
JONES Evan
AMOR John
WEA THERBURN Barry
DAVIES Peter
BEAVIS Alan
DAVIES Robert
EEDY P.
BRAMWELL-DAVIS A.

6513.0
6289.3
6051.8
5493.7
5476.6
5260.8
4825.7
4528.3
4242.4
4114.7
4099.9
4017.6
3933.1
3534.3
3364.7
3347.5
3277.8
3171.2
3082.0
3024.0
3011. 7
2904.6
2898.5
2876.5
2788.8
2737.8
2407.5
2352.3
2092.1
1986.7
1893.1
1813.7
1810.5
1738.0
1714.8
1613.4
1446.5
1434.9
1357.6
1351. 2
921. 7
797.3
785.6
752.4
715.0
591.1
464.7
378.6
354.9
317.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51=
51=
51=
51=
51=
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The South Australia versus Victoria Hang Gliding
challenge has grown from the minds of many
pilots, particularly those sitting around campfires
during the early hours of the morning (mit
Yaeger mister in dur paw) at Middle Creek,
Buangor, during the Vic. State Titles.
In its
inaugural year, the challenge was to take the
form of a combined meet;
with 50% of the
score coming from the Vic. comps, and 50% from
one weekend (Easter, 4 possible rounds) of the
S.A. Comps. The number of pilots included in
the challenge will be governed by the number of
valid competitors in the visiting team competing
on the last day of each compo
Perhaps an
example will assist here. Let's say 8 S.A. pilots
fly on the last day of the Vic. comps, but only
5 of those 8 have competed in all of the previous 5 rounds and hence only 5 are valid competitors. Thus scoring for the challenge will consist of cumulative pilot scores of S.A. 's top 5
and Vic. 's top 5, representing 50% of the final
score.
There were six valid S.A. competitors in the Vic.
comps., and the top twelve places and points are
shown here:Tim Bardon
(not really a Brit)
Steve BIenkinsop
Gary Fimmeri
Alan Beavis
Don Rottman
Neil Parkes
Phil Flentje
Peter Davies
Birgit Svens
George Kambas
Colin Macrae
Gary Hickson

(SA)

500

(SA)
(SA)
(Vic)
(Vic)
(Vic)
(SA)
(Vic)
(SA)
(SA)
(Vic)
(Vic)

455
428
370
346
331
329
318
295
291
276
274

This gives the S.A. team (2298 pts.) a lead over
the Vic. team (1915 pts.)
Unfortunately, the
Easter weekend in S.A. was a bit of a disaster
weather-wise with only one round being flown,
and even that was a bit of a lottery. Consequently, I have elected to base the challenge this
year wholly on the Victorian state titles. I do
apologise for this, but the conditions necessitated
such a decision. In the same thought, I really
would like to thank all the Victorians who
arrived in Snow town at Easter, your attendance
was most welcomed. However, I'd like to point
out that basically, in Victoria you screwed the
pooch and got trounced by the South Ozzies, and,
ah what the hell ..... we're good sports, better
luck next decade.

I have approximately $200.00 promised to me for
the development of this idea, so I can assure you
all the perpetual Challenge Trophy will be something worth winning. While thinking more about
a perpetual trophy I spent $45.00 on trophies for
this year's competition.
The challenge has been established to foster a
friendly, competitive interaction between our two
states. Over the next few years I hope to see
this competition develop as a strong National
Ladder points getter, where maybe, just maybe,
we could invite other states. For 1987 I can
envisage a tow competition in the riverland area
as a single meet for the challenge, and you
never know, maybe the Victorians would even let
us fly off Ben Nevis
nah, perish the
thought!!
Kindest regards,
Phil Flentje.

It was

working o.k. last time
If you tow regularly it pays to

By Tony Dennis
How many of us know the familiar sounds? "Go, Go, Go ..... Go,
Go, Go ..... Stop, Stop, Stop. Putting down glider, unlocking Mic.
Tow car can you hear me? ...
Flash your brake lights if you
can hear me."
Sometimes a little bit of preventative
maintainance
can
avert much inconvenience in a
day's flying - especially towing.
Firstly, the number one hassle
of towing seems to be the C.B.
radio. (27 mhz.) A little bit of
time should be spent checking
the radios for any potential
faults, especially the antenna
and the microphone.
Make sure your mic. locking device locks the mic. so it will
transmit
continuously.
If
it
seems intermittent, check the
switch and solder connections.
You may need to clean the contacts in the switch if they seem
dusty.
Use
a
Flurocarbon
spray ("Freon").
Don't use an
oily spray like WD40 unless you
have to, as a last resort.

carry a spare mic. and antenna.
The simplest type of antenna is
a trailing wire antenna, which
will only cost you about three
dollars. By the way, the length
for a 27 mhz. trailing antenna
is 2.76 metres, (channel 14).
Keep your radios simple.
The
convenience of a boom mic. and
a remote switch can sometimes
be a big hassle, especially towing. As you have more solder
connections and wiring therefore
more things are likely to go
wrong. Extra wiring from your
mic. and switch to the C.B. can
cause feedback in your C.B.
when transmitting, due to signal
being induced into your extra
wiring. You should have a lot
less problems with a standard
mic. "Keep it Simple".
haven't mentioned UHF CB
probably because I don't have
a UHF set-up yet. I will have
one by Flatlands' 86-87. It will
be a must for Parkes. The only
problem I've heard of with it is
it may interfere (when transmitting) with some electronic instruments. The price is also a consideration; from $400-$600 for
a hand held, and about $350 for
a car unit.

After towing with people on
UHF and seeing them operate
at Flatlands, I can see it is far
superior to (27 mhz.) CB, as it
eliminates channel crosstalk and
gives better line-of-site range.
You also have access to repeaters and a good range of accessories
like
boom
mics.
and
remote switches. The size and
weight of the hand held is a
considerable
saving,
compared
to 27 mhz. CB.
So many pilots turn up to tow
for the first time with only half
the equipment or partly finished
bridles.
Ask an experienced
towing pilot before you come
out what you will need.
For
example:
* how much rope you will
need for the harness and
keel?,

*
*

where it should be attached?
what you should do to make
your mic. lock on, etc.

you remember, spend time
when you have your glider set
up, like when you're waiting for
the wind to come on at Portsea, or stop blowing over the
hack at Stanwell, to set up your

If
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bridle and make sure your release length is correct when
you're in para and prone. We
all
know the hassles of a
release that is too short.
It is amazing how many pilots
go for a day's flying, especially towing, . without carrying
any repair equipment or odds
and ends, (apart from the mandatory cloth tape, which is
often used to hold on anything
from a radio to a hang loop).
Some handy ' items to carry with
you on an outing, if you don't
already, are:1.

Some glues (and a plastic
bag
for
those' non-flying
days). e.g. 5 MIN EPOXY,
SUPER GLUE, URETHANE
BOND.
A couple of different types
are handy.

2.

A few pieces of "Velcro"
and bun gee cord.
A loop
of "Velcro" makes a good
locking
device
for
your
microphone.

3.

Cutting devices:
Side cutters, (for weak links
and electrical use).
A hacksaw blade.
A scalpel - (very useful for
cutting in confined places
or cutting with a clean cut.
Also handy for circumcising
little boys.
If you're into
that sort of thing).

4.

sail
and
harness
Some
repair materials. e.g. Some
of that sticky sail repair
stuff,
or a
needle and
thread.

5.

A few pieces of different
sized heatshrink tubing.

6.

Hardware spares.
e.g. One or two "A.N."
bolts and nuts, and some
safety clips.
Some cable
ties and a hose clamp or
two can be very handy for
holding on those valuable
items, (a bit more successful than cloth tape).

As I have a hydraulic gauge I
carry some hose jOiners, in the
event I split or cut the hydraulic hose.
I am not suggesting you carry
a hardware store in the boot of
your car or spend hours every
night 'checking every bit of your
equipment. But just think what
you would pay for that item
you forgot to buy or bring, as
you watch your friends circle
away from the strip or hill.

In closing, I feel towing is the
future and will become more
common. It may even overtake
the weekend treck to your favourite thermalling hill. So the
quicker we iron out the bugs in
our systems and techniques in
general, the more enjoyable and
safer our sport will become.
I would also like to thank the
people involved in gaining our
new A.N.O. 95.8.
Thank you
for your time and contribution
to this sport.
Fly Safe and Land Fast.

-- BUANGOR REVISITED-By Phil Flentje
Seven days before, I'd launched
from here in strong ridge conditions and after an hour and a
half
of
frustration,
landed
below. Today however, the sky
over Buangor seemed more inviting, albeit only just, and despite
my launch heat n'u mber of five,
I was quietly confident of having a
good one.
A gusty
twenty knots up the face and
the lee side of Ben Nevis still
to contend with, always seems
to add that little something to
this ramp launch.
The earlier rounds had already
left as Ronny Dottman, George
Kannibas and myself circled up
over launch towards a local
100% cumulostratos base. I lost
the best part of it and circled
in zero until I knew I could easily glide to the head of the
Bowl overlooking Warrak.
Don
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had gone back to the ridge
(snob), George was "down" in
Warak, (but must have later
hitchhiked to Moonambel pub
.... where he was much later retrieved ..... rather drunk) and Alan
Beavis had taken the best part
to base.
Gaining a little height over Ben
Nevis I headed out towards
Eversley Hill with Al now in
front and below.
Alan scored
a classic bubble which we later
agred must have come from the
paddock Harry Summons had
landed in.
It took us to base
at 5,500 ft. ASL. at close to
1,000 fpm. up all the way. As
Alan headed north to Glenlofty
I climbed a bit more to 5,800
ft. in a really big gap in the
cloud, then glided N.W. towards
the 2,000 ft. cleared spine west
of Glenlofty.
Now 20 kms.
north of launch, 12 kms. north
of the plateau, the cumulostratos gave way to 50% cumulus
cover,
aligned quite spectac-

ularly into cloudstreets which
disappeared over the N.E. horizon. I guess that is the challenge of competition flying, goal
is N.N.W of here. I could not
resist a short trip down one of
these streets, so the next good
fermoil saw me to base with a
nice 6 km. cruise downwind to
the Pyrenees Spine.
Alan was climbing back up from
the trees after having a close
encounter with his shadow as I
reached the spine.
We both
used this spine to make quick
headway to the north, between
streets.
At Landsborough Hill
I found a small bubble which I
followed as Alan headed over to
Navare Hill. An average thermal was enveloping Al as he
skyrocketed above my horizon.
I needed to be further west at
goal and .... what the hell. ....
Alan looked like he needed
some company in his bubble.
After spending a few seconds
mumbling about the joys of diving in below a strong one I
found a nice core which we
both enjoyed back to 5,400 ft.
A.S.L.

was beginning to scan the
terrain to the north to pick out
goal, a tiny triangle of roads
markeq on the top as "Aralon",
when Alan left the bubble to
head on northwards.
Hmmm!!
.... A quick calculation told me
goal was 18 kms. away, I needed more lift to get there safely. The bubble we were in left
us 500 ft. below a rapidly dispersing base. I kept circling in
light air as Alan continued his
glide north, and down.
Soon
the cloud and · lift was gone and
I had no option but to glide it
out and find more lift. For 15
kms. I glided without a bump and
as A 1 was setting up his landing
2 kms. short of goal I was contemplating the merits of a
downwind landing at the goal.
This stand of gums and a dried
up river course presented a last
possible source. I stared in disbelief as my vario indicated
strong up, and could not help
thinking that the first turn in
this lift could see me getting
spat out the side of it, lose it
completely and land 10 ft. short
of goal.

Trusting sod that I am, I turned
in it anyway and commenced an
endless
number
of
climbing
circles.
Now I was beginning
to worry, I was at goal and noSurely not!
body else was!
Marie's red HQ was not there
and neither were any other gliders, damn, they changt:d the
goal.
from now on I'm going
to every pilot briefing they
have. The sound of Tim Bardon's vario beeping on the radio
brought me back to reality and
I somewhat embarrassed asked,
"where the *!fl*!* is the goal?"
..... "Aralon",
came
the
frustrated reply from Tim who was
also staring at the possibility of
landing one paddock short. We
both made it and I'm sure Alan
Beavis didn't really mind coming to pick us up.
That was the first, good, enjoyable fly I've had since breaking
my foot in January and I guess
I just wanted to let you all
know I'm back into it again.
To those who tended to me on
the Mt. Beauty strip that day
I am most indebted, thank you.
Kindest regards,
Phil Flentje.

EASTER AT CASSILIS---By Steve Rooney
Cassilis is a two-pub town, 80
kms. out of Mudgee, featuring
a 1,000 m. east-west grass strip
which (oddly enough) is up a
steep hill outside the town. The
Ghiggioli family generously provided luxurious accommodation
in their wool shed on the Carrington farm, somewhat west of the
town.
The trip was organised
by Nigel Goddard of Northern
Beaches
Hang
gliding
Club
fame, (a most worthy institution). It was my second towing
trip; the first having consisted
of six sled runs and two broken
weak links. The land was very
dry, but the weather treated us
to an extraordinary exhibition
of
brisk,
moist
easterlies
throughout the weekend.
What
was dreary rain on the coast
was at times excellent flying
weather at Cassilis.

\

\_\
~\

\ ~

\

Day 1 brought 10-20 kts. E.S.E.
Nigel Goddard's experience ensured safe towing procedures,
from carefully tested weak links
to the correct radio procedures.
Well and good, but his first tow
resulted in a yellow GTR disappearing over the western horizon. He made it back to the
farm, a trip of some 15 kms.
By the time he got back to the
strip it was about 4.00 p.m. I
had three sled runs in mild conditions.
Chris found out what
to do when the weak link
breaks on his first ever tow.
On his second, at about 5.30, he
astounded us buy riding a weak
thermal 10 kms. over the hilly
tiger country to the west, finding flat ground seemingly in the
nick of time. A fine effort in
a Mega II!
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Day 2 - was blown out. Nigel
was given a roller-coaster ride
turbulence,
but
in
choppy
snubbed the poor conditions by
flying 35 kms. to Coolah. Chris
and I were content to chase.
A post-mortem was held in the
Coolah pub. Later we adjourned to the local pottery in Cassilis where we were treated to
some fine music by the potter
(whose name eludes me) on guitar
and
Chris
on
recorder.
Peter
and
Christine's
late
arrival that evening was completely forgiven when their esky
was opened. I seldom eat that
well at home!
Day 3 saw the regulation easte rly blowing, but with thick
overcast.
However, this broke
up by midday, leaving beautiful
cloud streets lining the sky,
each a stately process of concave,
black-bottomed
cums.
Chris was first on the rope,
under the paper-thin pretext of
being inexperienced.
We were
later to find his Mega II just 5
kms. short of Coolah. A pilot
of some 10 years' · experience at
various sites around the world,
there is clearly :10 substitute
for skill.
Nigel was later to
get away from only 500 ft.
after breaking
a weak link.
But this time his luck ran out,
and he had to land near where
two days
Chris had landed
before.

My first tow of the day will be
fondly remembered.
I was no
longer phased by the Foil's customary yaw on the rope, and
released cleanly at
950 ft.
Shortly
thereafter,
my
vario
apparently developed a problem,
reading consistent 200-400 ft./
min. lift.
Eventually, with my
altimeter
reading
3,000
ft.
A.G.L. and the strip receding in
the distance, I was forced to
concede that the vario might be
functioning correctly after all.
Cloudbase was at about 4,000
ft. A.G.L. I was able to spend
a very relaxed and beautiful 10
mins. lazily circling in mild,
broad cloudsuck, watching the
earth drift by and trading 360's
with a big wedge-tail.
Amazing that they are not alarmed
by birds 50 times their own
si ze. The Foil was immaculately behaved thoughout and soon
faded into an extra pair of
limbs sprouting from my back.
Pit y the
eagles,
for
whom
thermalling is mundane!

and hospitable. She was fascinated when I explained how towing worked, and how thermals
are used to fly cross-country.
It is worthwhile crediting the
layman with a bit of intelligence and giving the sport a bit
of good P.R. Again the postmortem was held in Coolah.
The publican does a good trade
in an easterly!

My reverie was shattered by sunMy cumulus host was
shine.
dissipating! I was able to cross
the sink between streets (more
like lanes today), and continue
on, but more by thermal lift
than cloudsuck.
Life suddenly
became
rather
more
hectic.
Leaving the weakening lift once
more to stay with the road, I
bombed out and landed near a
farmhouse. I had flown over 20
kms. in 40-50 minutes.
The
lady there was most surprised

These trips are an excellent introduction to towing.
Safety
standards are high, it is fairly
close and the company is firstclass. And it is all made possible largely through the club.
What about you, reader?
Are
you a member of a club?
Incidentally, the cums ended up
even bigger and blacker later
that day.
I haven't seen Nigel
since ....

After another feast, liberal wine
and good cheer, ~ surprised
us with an easterly. A banditflying competition was declared.
I was amazed to find that one
could actually take a hand off
the A-frame whilst on the rope!
However, my good impression of
the glider ended with the release. The Foil was lighter in
pitch, roll and (to a fault) yaw,
mention performance.
not to
When Nigel began to look like
he was going to miss the spotl~nding by over 10 kms. a halt
was called and farewells were
made.
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Dear Chris,
With regard to the "proposed"
new rating system, it is considered here in Austell St., (Mafia
H.Q. of the Unley Hang Gliding
Club) that the stripping of the
old pilot rating system is a
backward step.
If as much
effort (which we are such was
considerable) was put into revamping
the
present
rating
scheme, the H.G.F.A. would be
heading in a much better direction than it currently appears.
The new system proposed many
new excellent ideas i.e. towing
endorsement and log book verification ..... in theory (however, we
know of a pilot recently who
ceased flying for one year, and
then within two weeks of his return to the air won the Nationals to become the Australian
Champion, an isolated case we
are sure, but a valid point none
the less).
However,
the
three
level
scheme would provide numerous
headaches for site classification, more so than the present
five level system. It's also hard
to see how the proposed new
system would inhibit the natural
drive to reach the top. Surely
those who don't want to go XC regularly, but rather choose
to ridge soar (and there are
many), then they are quite able
to stop at P.R. III as easily as
they could stop at level two of
the new proposed system.
As for the rich pilots who
scrimp and save to travel overseas, come home broke and in
debt, please show some consideration for their view as their
love of the sport is strong and
their view is surely somewhat
enlightened by world happenings.
fmally, before everyone reads
"
the silliest and most
"views of our
pompous
infamous editor. below in his all

too common Editor's Note, "we"
would like to note that his views
are those of a one man armada
"apparently" in favour of this
new system. The Editor's freedom of speech has its place
in
the Editorial column ill the front
of this magazine, not here. Dear
Chris, sure you're entitled to
reply to such an affront as this
but please stop filling this section with "your" views of the rating system as it appears to bias
the members' views.
In this
case (re. the rating system
debate), we need a clear, strong
idea of what our members feel,
we already know your views so
let's stop reading them in this
section.
Yours faithfully,
Rob Hibberd,

Infamous Editor's Note:
As Joan H. pointed out in last
month's issue, some people seem
to believe that you can turn a
falsehood into fact by restating
it enough.
This point appears
to have escaped you, Rob, as
the whole first paragraph of
your letter is wasted in trying
to create the false impression
that the new rating system will
contain
a
"minimum
hours
requirement" for the maintenance of rating levels.
If you
had bothered to read the article
on the rating system in the
March issue, you would have
realised that "The fifty flying
hours requirement is merely for
pilots who wish to upgrade their
rating from the present P.R.4
or 5 rating to the top level of
the new system." If you wish
to see fewer Editor's notes; perhaps you should pay a little
more attention to detail before
you decide to sound off.

Do you really believe that three
pilots, with nearly thirty years
of flying experience between
them, would spend two years
conceiving and designing a complete new rating system unless
it was absolutely necessary? Of
course we looked at the possibility of merely revamping the old
system, but this was soon shown
to be an exercise in futility as
it would have resulted into an
ungainly concoction of unrelated
and irrelevant rating levels and
sundry endorsements.
You claim that "the three levels
would provide numerous headaches for site classification".
Who told you that? Or maybe
you dreamed it up all by yourself.
You
may
even have
access
to
some
prescient
evidence to this effect, but as
you
choose
to
keep
this
evidence to yourself, we will
have to assume that you have
no basis for your claims and
merely threw them in to occupy
an empty space between paragraphs one and three.
The evidence is also heavily
weighted against your blustering
on behalf of our globetrotting
pilots.
The B.H.G.A. already
uses a three level system, in
contrast to the U.S.H.G.A. 's and
A
our,
five
level system.
couple of years ago, I spent
three months flying at B.H.G.A.
controlled sites all over the
United Kingdom and was never
once asked to produce a rating
card.
I am reliably informed
that British pilots have no problems with their ratings when
travelling in the United States
and I know for a fact that they
have no problems in Australia
either. But, of course, had you
given my reply to Sue Hansen's
letter (March SKYSAILOR) more
than
a cursory glance, you
would have realised this also.
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Finally, I would like to point
out that your assertion that my
"views are those of a one man
armada" is merely the opinion
of a "one man armada"
namely yourself. The only difference is that my "silliest and
most pompous" views are based
on two years of experie nce
working on the new syste m,
whereas
yours
could
most
charitably be described as those
of an armchair philosopher.

Dear Sir,
I share an interest in common
with 1600-or-so other members
of our association. . The debate
over the future direction our
sport will take has been keen
with considerable vitriol from
both sides., It seems to have
been generally accepted that
"the rating system" is at the
heart of our sport, and that for
better or for worse the proposed changes represent something equivalent to open heart
surgery.
It seems to me that our Executive is determined to direct
this
radical
char.~e
in the
course of our sport:
(a) with scant regard for the
aspirations of ordinary members for the sport,
(J:»

(c)

even against the will of the
general membership (if it
were so expressed), and
if necessary with precipitous action to "gag" any
further debate.

Of course this they are entitled
to do so by the duties entrusted
to them under our constitution
and by our vote.
It seems that any opposition to

the system is either the result
of misinformation, rum our mongering or blatant "misrepresentation to maintain the status quo".
Sinister lot aren't we?
the new system will rely
heavily on our "log book" honesty, I remain cynical about the
future - if the Executive's vie w
of us is accurate.

If
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A me c hani c al ma r ty r t o the

Of course the details of the
proposed changes (to my knowledge) have never been released
and will not be in time for fair
debate before the May 4 Convention.
Quite reasonably then
only the Executive can proclaim
an enlightened point of view,
while the rest of us presume to
wallow in our own ignorance.
We are told the Executive hopes
that until the system is finalized and the May 4 Convention
ratifies it "all irresponsible rumours about its imagined effects
will cease".
We are promised the opportunity
to judge the system on its own
merits, but only after the decisions have been made.
The anonymous author of the
article on pages 10,11 and 12
of the March issue seems in no
doubt as to the outcome of the
May 4 Convention, as is indicated by his repeated references
to what will happen when the
new system is
adopted.
I
assume he or she speaks for the
Executive.
I apologize, if he
does not.

c ~ use .

I have no doubt the authors of
the system have the interests
of the sport at heart. Already
they have an outstanding record
with the A.N.O. etc.
They
have the right to give us a new
heart, I just wish I had the
chance
of
a
one
sixteen
hundredth say in it.
I would urge the ten or so members at the Federal Convention
to defer any vote to implement
a radically new system, the details of which we have not had
time to fairly and openly debate.
I am confident that the , Executive will not abandon its moral
"duty
to
the
majority
of
Australian pilots", just because
it has the right to.
Other
pilots who feel as I do should
lobby their state co-ordinator
who has one of the ten Convention votes.
Capricorn Sky Riders met on
April 19 to formulate a club
representation on the issue.
Shane Newell,
Yeppoon.
Editor's Note:

I am surprised that we are to
have a rating system that relies
(to some extent), on one's willingness to cheat the boss by
t aking "sickies" in order to progress past the NOVICE to "moderately experie nced" stage.

Shane, I'm sorry that you got
the impression from my article
that I was trying to stifle
debate over the introduction of
the new rating system.
Such

was not my intention.
My
remarks at the beginning of the
article were directed at a small
but highly vocal group of Victorian pilots who, for reasons
known only to themselves have
apparently embarked on a nihilistic campaign to wreck the
new system before it gets off
the ground.
These pilots have
aleady managed to spread a
number of totally false rumours
among the pilots of the southern states and have thus seriously
threatened the
future
well-being of the sport.
Such
behaviour can not really be regarded as "debate", and I don't
intend to insult the intelligence
of sensible readers by encouraging it.
I think many of your concerns
about t he way in which the decisions concerning the rating system probably arise from a lack
of informaion on how our Federal system, and in particular
the Convention, works. On Friday 2nd. May, representatives
of the six State associations
will sit down to "workshop" a
number of ideas and coricepts,
which will be developed into
motions to be considered during
the formal part of the convention on Saturday and Sunday.
One of the things to be discussed this year will be the rating
system, and the H.G.F.A. executive will be presenting a very
compelling case for the introduction of the proposed new system. At this time your spokesperson, i.e. the Q'ld. H.G.F.A.
Co-ordinator, will have the same
opportunity as everyone else,
to make recommendations and
comments on your behalf. These
recommendations will be listened to, and either endorsed or
rejected on their merits by the
meeting as a whole.
Yes, you are quite right in assuming that I am very confident
of the outcome of the vote on
the new rating system.
I am
confident because I feel sure
that
the
various State Coordinators, like the H.G.F.A.
executive are intelligent people
with the best interests of the
sport at heart.
If this is
true, they are certain to put
the interests of PR 1, 2 and 3
pilots, (who stand to benefit

most from the change) and the
vast majority of active P.R.4's
and 5's, before the egotistical
and selfish attitudes of a few
occasional pilots.
Dear Editor,
Having read. many letters commenting on the proposed new
rating system,
you've finally
goaded me into making comments on your reply to Paul
Donovan's letter.

nonsense.
Having met Paul at
last year's Convention, I know
him to be a human being with
all sorts of ideas and, to tell
the truth, I quite like the man.
But evryone is capable of making silly and pompous statements and I make no apologies
for describing his particular remark as "one of the silliest and
most pompous" I have ever
heard.

I must admit, however, that in
cri ticlslng Paul's silly claim, I
was, in fact, criticising a red
herring. No, I didn't miss the
I agree In total with Paul's comments and suggestions.
You point of his letter, which was
to create the false impression
seem to have missed the point
that the new rating system was
of his letter and gave off chasunderhanded,
unnecessary
and
ing red herrings by trying to
For example,
belittle the man. My own view generally evil.
Paul's claim that "The requireof the proposals are not favourment of 50 hours per year to
able and believe the answer
maintain an Advanced Level Ratmay lie In separate ratings for
ing is far in excess of the retowing with more inland flying
quirements
for
other
sports
required to obtain a P.R.5 ratAviation
Groups"
directly
Ing than is currently. the case.
implies that the new rating sysHaving said that I really don't
tem contains such a requiremind what system is in vogue.
ment. It does not. His claim
If I arrive at a flying site,
judge conditions to be suitable that "the H.G.F.A. is trying to
create an elite in our sport" is
and feel confident, I will fly.
Anyone advising me to do other- equally false. We are, I admit,
wise will be able to state their trying to create a system where
case and I may not fly due to only pilots with the necessary
their advice.
However, if I levels of skill and experience
want to fly
I will.
I'm will be eligible to open and run
currently a P.R.5 and Safety hang gliding schools and there
Officer
with
mostly
coastal can be little doubt that this is
hours. I've also walked away the only safe and responsible
from Buffalo when others have course we could take. The sitflown (wimp or not), having had uation has already arisen where
bad vibes on the day.
I'll newly qualified instructors have
set
up
schools.
decide when I fly, not someone immediately
the
instructors
in
questLuckily
else waving a revised rulebook
ion realised their mistake and
under my nose.
took steps to supplement their
experience and knowledge as
Ross Cow dell
requested by the committee.
33456
Had any of them adopted your
"I'll do as I please and stuff
Editor's Note:
everyone else" attitude, the results
could have been disastrous.
Ross, If the introduction of the
As hang gliding continues to
new system was likely to result
in people "waving revised rule- develop, more and more opporbooks under (anyone's) nose", tunities will emerge for professoperations.
As
this
then your letter may carry a ional
happens,
the
need
for
relevant,
little more weight.
No, I did
qualifications
will
not try to belittle Paul Donovan verifiable
increase,
and
if
we
don't
proIn my reply to his letter.
I
did, I admit, belittle the Idea vide a basis for these qualificatthat anyone could possibly "pay ions, falling safety standards
their dues" to hang gliding in will prompt the D.O.A. to do it
the
space of four-and-a-half for us. That is why the standyears. But to claim that Paul ard of the new top rating has
Donovan consists wholly and
solely of a single idea is sheer
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generally .... " but I bet that if
you follow the party line you
can get in easy.

been set so high, and it is also
why there will be no automatic
upgrading of anyone's ratings.

The NEW A.N.O. 95.8 might be
a great thing for public relations but it hasnt really effected
the type of flying that has been
going on for ten years. I bet
you never used to stay below
300 feet before, did you?

Dear Sir,
and Dear Fellow Pilots,
New Rating System
Every pilot knows of the years
of bureaucratic bull we have
had to put up with from DOT,
but at last we have a more
reasonable A.N.O. 95.8 ..... at
last, but now we have also our
own little bunch of bureaucrats
with their buzz words from an
anonymous member of the so
called executive. I refer to the
first two paragraphs of the article "The New Rating System"
in March SKYSAILOR. I quote
" ..... deliberate
misrepresentation
by scaremongers", and "
irresponsible
rumor
mongering
of a few misguided reactionaries".
Where in fact he was
referring to the concerned opinions of everyday hang-glider
pilots. Where does the executive get off telling a pilot his
opinion is, quote, "the silliest and
most pompous utterances .... " and
"let's not have any more of this
In the last paranonsense".
graph of the editor's reply, a
very biassed (sic.) reply for a
mere editor I thought, to Paul
Donovan's letter, we can see
bureaucracy at its best and I
again quote, "the responsibility
and mandate (?) of the federal
executive to revise the rating
system as necessary is clear,
and we dont intend to abandon
our duty to the majority of
Australian pilots just to avoid
denting the inflated egos of a
few small minded individuals".
No
just dont agree, no,
veheminently (sic.) disagree with
a change in the current rating
system at this time, so am I a
small
minded reactionary or
what? I may not have any of
your
university type bureaucratic bullshit and emotionally
loaded buzzwords to lace my
arguments with, but I do have
a few qualifications aside from
P.R.5, S.O. which mean sometIling to me. Private Pilots licence, Mensa member, Amateur
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Yours faithfully,
Gilbert Griffith. 33102 P.R.5
P .S. also a friend of Paul Donovan who I consider a safe pilot
who would rather go home than
take an extra chance.
P.P.S. Copy to H.G.F.A., V.H.G.A
Br u c e :Jani el ••••

a wa iti n g p e r mis sio n

t o Lmd .
Radio Operator, Owner of my
own business, family, etc. which
probably mean bugger all unless
you have them yourself.
lived in Melbourne or
Sydney I would most likely
apply for a pOSition on the executive myself and help in any
way possible just by fighting all
kinds of bureaucracy, especially
the lying kind. I dont aspire to
that power myself, I dont want
to push other people around or
impose my will on them, I like
to fly, period ....

If

So now THEY will call me a
reactionary capitalist subversive
and if so, I will simply cancel
my membership and continue to
fly WHEN IT SUITS ME, even
if I have to fly aeroplanes or
even gliders.
I know I cant afford to take my
private
pilots licence course
again, but then I dont need to,
do you?

Editor's Note:
One of the most common ploys
of sophist rhetoric Is to slander
an adversary rather than addressing the debate at hand.
This
tactic Is usually employed in
one of two sItuations :
The first is when the culprit's
own arguments are ·so bankrupt,
or his opponent's arguments are
so compelling as to make the
outcome a foregone conclusIon.
cIrcumstance
is
The
second
when the culprit is Incapable of
producing any arguments at all.
I'm not sure whIch of these
causes prompted Mr. Griffith to
accuse the seven members of
the current H.G.F.A. executive
of being liars. The only thing
we can be assured of Is that
anyone adopting such tactics
has more interest in winning the
argument than in contributing
anything constructive to it.
I
hereby
apologise
that
SKYSAILOR's policy of publishing
all members' letters has led to
the members of the H.G.F.A.
executives being subjected to
such low and unjustified slander.

Dont let big brother push you
around.
Dont be lazy, contact your
state executive and TELL them
what you want.
you live In Sydneu, GO to
the Annual Convention, and tell
them. It is, and I quote, "not
open
to
the
me mbership

If

Mr. GrIffith claims that he
disagrees
"veheminently
(sic)"
with any "change In the current
ratIng system at this tIme". He
then asks:
"So am I a small
minded reactionary or what?"
Just why he so vehemently
objects to the new system, we

are yet to learn.
Mr. Griffith
apparently prefers to keep his
motives secret.
It is difficult
to see such a disgraceful performance as anything but "small
minded" and "reactionary".

The lad was told by a hangie to
tell the adult to get "four
letter worded".
Perhaps the
hangie felt embarrassed by the
boy, but he should think of the
following -

Since the changes were first
mooted through SKYSAILOR, a
number of pilots have made the
effort to present their views to
the executi ve both directly and
through SKYSAILOR.
Although
most of these views were a result of confusion or lack of
information,
others
contained
well reasoned and substantial
arguments.
These
arguments
have been taken into account,
and
the
system
has
been
adapted to accommodate these
ideas.
Unfortunately
neither
Mr. Griffith nor Paul Donovan
managed
to
contribute
one
sensible
utterance
between
them, preferring to rely on
emotive and highly imaginative
predictions of doom.
The poverty of such an approach hardly
recommends it to the vast majority of pilots who are more
interested in flying,
and in
improving our sport than in
adopting postures or indulging
in ego-inflation exercises.

1.
2.
3.

Dear Chris,
Thanks for the good effort reo
SKYSAILOR.
I think it's time we hang glider
pilots lifted our image a bit.
I am no prude myself; but several incidents lately have sickened me, and I know others too.

Our sport, by its very exhilarating nature, seems to bring ' out
abnormal
behaviour
in some.
One particular incident reported
to me by a shocked friend
involved a hangie telling an 8
year old lad to get (four letter
worded). This lad is a nice boy
who happens to be the grandson
of the site's caretaker at "Mariner's Look Out", Appollo Bay,
in Victoria.
This lad's crime was that he
was clea ning up litter, as he
was asked by an adult to tell
the people who left the litter
would they kindly not do so in
the future.

The boy,
The public image of V.H.G.A
The possible loss of a beaut
site.

Yours sincerely,
Jim Kelly.

Dear Ed.,
must Introduce myself as a
recent addition to the membership of the N.S.W.H.G.A., having
only been admitted to the ranks
of those educated in free flight
since Christmas. As such I do
not wish to cause any undue unrest or friction between those
of you who are long established
associates of this tremendous
sport.
Therefore please take
the liberty to censor, delete all
or any part of this letter in
order to maintain the status quo
among the more auspicious readers of our reverent magazine.
(Yes, I had to consult the
Oxford too!)
However, the two editions of
SKYSAILOR that I have had the
pleasure to receive and read,
cover to cover, have prompted
me to put pen to paper with
mixed feelings.
Firstly, I have
only complete admiration for
those of you who unselfishly donate your own precious spare
time to edit and compile the
magazine.
I'm sure your plea

for a successor Ed., (Feb. issue)
will reveal the multitudes only
too willing to avoid the Hang
Gliding Hall of fame. Prior to
the June issue and your timely
departure
as
edi tor,
I will
endeavour to furnish you with
a copy of some poster prose
that sums
up the situation.
(Something to do with "ducking
and weaving!").
Next I was going to comment
on Peter Koorneef's letter (feb.
issue)
concerning
sea-breezes
and
thermals.
However,
between now and drafting this
letter I did some research and
found a quote which anyone
interested
in
the
duscussion
might find quite intriguing. "A
sea breeze will always destroy
thermals", found in an Aviation
Meteorology Manual.
I have
since discussed this with a met.
man and have come up with the
following explanation.
Thermals and sea-breezes are
two mutually exclusive phenomena (i.e. one does not cause or
co-exist with the other). Thermals occur due to the different
relative heat conductivity of
various
surfaces.
Therefore
each thermal in itself is very
localised, although there may be
many in a particular area. However, what goes up must come
down, so there is always an
area of sink not too far away
associated with each ' thermal.
I'm sure every inland pilot has
a story to tell about that! Seabreezes on
the other hand,
)ccur over a much larger scale,
:llthough they are caused by the
lame mechanism as a thermal.
[he analogy can be made that
1 field of wheat surounded by
iry bare ground may produce a
:hermal, whereas a sea-breeze
s created by the interface be:ween a warm land mass and the
:ooler ocean surface. Refer to
~ig. 1.
ff the gradient flow opposes the
sea breeze then a sea breeze
front may be formed, similar to
any other cold front.
Perhaps
it is this "leading edge" to
which you referred to Ed., in
your note accompanying Peter's
letter.
A thermal which originated on the coastal side of
the sea breeze front will subside due to the influx of cold
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C.rQdient Flow.

CirclJl .. t.on .

Finally, I would like Dave and
Mike to know ' that I do not
wish them to take any of this
personally but would rather congratulate
them
for
taking
enough interest to contribute
something
fictitous.
Maybe
something of a more cosmic nature but still consistent with a
hang gliding free flight experience would be more acceptable
though.
I look forward to any
comments.
Yours sincerely,
Peter Muffet,
15404.

air over a wide area. However,
the front will also act as any
ridge, producing another mechanism for lift and also tend to
compress the thermals moving
towards it. If the gradient flow
is onshore though, it would
seem that you would have to
drive a lot further inland before
finding a "hot spot" to tow up
into.
As to the question of,
"which came first, the chicken
or the egg?", in this discussion,
the egg does not be hmg to the
chicken in question! To risk a
copyright suit by Jack Pallance,
"Believe it, or not!"
I too
would like to read someone
else's learned opinion on the subject as I haven't actually had
the pleasure of thermalling as
Yet,
although I have
flown
through a few.
Last but not least, I would like
to initiate some discussion regarding our illustrious heroes
depicted in "The Adventures of
F.F.A.A.".
As I have already
pointed out, I have only read
two editions of SKYSAILOR and
being a recent member, I feel
my comments could be taken
akin with those who might have
flicked through the magazine at
a Newsagency. I may only hope
the
above
event
would not
happen since I believe that
exposure of such infantile trivia
would only do to the image of
Hang Gliding what "bongs" did
for surfing. Perhaps our courageous contributors have read one
or two "Tracks" magazines in
~heir time and have attempted
to give real free flight addicts
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similar light-hearted entertainment.
The glaring difference
is though, that "Captain Goodvikes" is a purely fantastic animated character not ·readily identifiable with your average surfer.
I believe that pilots approach
their sport with a high degree
of professionalism, perhaps due
to the inherent potential for disaster but also due to the
intense competitive spirit.
I
think
"The
Adventures
of
F.F.A.A." sadly lacks in all
aspects of the real hang gliding world.
Please don't consider this as a spiteful attack
on Dave and Mike's efforts, but
consider it as an invitation for
all readers to voice their opinions. Afterall, an active minority will achieve a lot more than
an apathetic majority.
I for
one would like to know whether
I represent the majority or am
a member of a minority on this
subject.
Nevertheless, if the
gauntlet is taken up, the comments
either
supporting
or
rejecting my opinion will make
more entertaining reading than
the comic itself.
It may give
many a reason to once again
look inside the back cover.
Not to be one to criticise without offering an alternative, perhaps if there are any photos
being sent in but left out of
the mag. they could be included.
When I obtain any of sufficient
calibre I will be only too pleased
to offer them for inclusion.

P.S. Feel free to ridicule my
attempt at poetry that I submitted with this ietter.

Editor's Note:
Thanks very much, Peter, for
taking the time to contribute
your ideas and obviously wellfounded
knowledge
to
SKYSAILOR. I hope that hang gliding will provide you with the
same degree of challenge and
enjoyment as it has for me over
the past eleven~r-so years.
Yep - SEA BREEZE FRONT that's what I meant all right,
and you are quite right in pointing out that sea-breezes are
very stable winds and therefore
tend to put the kybosh on thermal activity. But while the seabreeze itself produces stable
conditions,
the
fronts
that
precede some sea breezes; i.e.
those opposing off shore winds;
cause a highly localised prefrontal trough which is characterised by unstable conditions
and a sudden increase in thermal activity before the sea
breeze.
As soon as a sea
breeze front passes through however, you tend to come down
like a ton of bricks. (I know
this from experience - having
been unceremoniously murdered
by sea breezes on more than
one occasion).
So sea breezes
can be seen to both encourage
and destroy thermal activity.
Now, I feel that I must come
to the defence of our fictional
heroes
The
Free
Flight

Addicts Associated (sometimes
referred to as hang gliding's
answer to "The Young Ones")
Not only do many of us find
their adventures very funny,
some can actually identify quite
strongly with
their incurable
hangaholism.
Sure, not all of
us
are
quite
so
hopelessly
addicted to the joys of flight as
they are, but I think that it is
a bit of an affront to those of
us who are, to suggest that our
lifestyles and manias should be
hidden away like family skeletons in the closet of publishing
obscurity.
Hang gliding is a very diverse
sport, and attracts people from
a similarly diverse range of
backgrounds.
To me, this has
always been one of its most
e ndearing features as, by giving
people from such diverse backgrounds a common interest and
love, it does its bit to make
our society a little more understanding.
I'd hate to see this
endangered by some parts of
the
hang
gliding
community
writing off others parts as
"infantile" or "trivial".
After
all, with crazies like Reagan
and Thatcher using flying machines
to
create
murder
and
mayhem all over the place, we
need all
the
tolerance and
understanding we can get.

with heavier gear, harness,
parachute, instruments, etc.
each year.
The tubing and
fittings
however,
are
the
same size and wall thickness
of that old Rog. The flight
wires are generally the same
too.
•
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1. My current glider is some
20% heavier than my previous glider, 30% heavier than
the one before that, and
twice as heavy as my standard rogallo. (I'm that old!)
Most
of
the
additional
weight is made up of heavier cloth a nd more (alloy)
battens. We are a lso flyi ng

The twisting loads on the
nose place, eccentric load on
the cross bar fittings, fle xing of the airframe itself
while being transported on
roof racks and set up are
much greater than they used
to be due to this extra
weight on the airframe.
Truck testing can simulate
constant in-flight loads and
forces, but I wonder how a
glider with one or two hundred airframe hours would
stand up to the same test,
let alone shock loads.
2. I am sure the glider manufacturers
know the
shear
strain of a 1/4" AN bolt
better
than
me.
What
puzzles me though, is their
frequent
departures
from
standard aircraft practice in
fitting these bolts.

Dear Sir,
I read with interest December's
correspondence regarding the increasing numbers of structural
failures in hang gliders. I am
not about to offer any instant
solutions to this problem, but
four points have been niggling
me for some time about the
manufacture of modern gliders
which might have a bearing on
their long term structural integrity, and now might be a good
tim e to air the m.

I am sure the manufacturers
have got the basic flight
forces worked out so that
nothing is over designed. The
problem as I see it is this:
the
modern heavy gliders
having loose wires and floating cross bars are subjected
to much higher loads than
the older gliders, while not
being flown .
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It's clearly stated time and
time
again
that
aircraft
bolts should be loaded over
their grip length, and not
across the threads. Most of
the bolts on my glider are
too short and are fitted with
short shear nuts which allow
the load to be take n on the
thre ade d part o f the bolt.
Sure they look neat e r, but
the re 's now
no gua rantee
t hat any bolt will stand up
to its proof load when it 's
loaded across the t hrearls ...
especia lly
a ft er
severa l
months of chaf ing by st ainless t angs and nose plates.
~KYS AIL OR
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This is even worse for loads
in shear than in tension.
Furthermore many nyloc nuts
do not show the required
three threads clear of the
nylon
insert.
Check the
bolts on your glider and see
how many are incorrectly
fitted.
The
correct
practice
is
clear. The grip length of a
bolt should equal the thickness of the material being
bolted together.
One size
(l/8") longer can be used and
the hexcess taken up with a
was er.

3. Flight wires.
I' quote from
Jack Lambie's Ultralight Kit
Book.
(Lambie goes on for
a
page about
this one).
"Nicopresses are oval shaped
copper sleeves used for making splices in cable .... some
unsophisticated
manufacturers put two nicopresses - on
instead of one. This makes
the joint more like to fall
than if only one is used because the joint is stiffer .... In
many tests the double nicopress
failed
before
the
single ...... "
4. Safety wiring.
Perhaps this
applies more to trikes, but
.... The purpose of safety wiring is to ensure that the
bolts
which
are
safetied
don't unwind. Therefore the
safety wire is wound up and
attached to another bolt (or
standing part) in such a manner that any tendency of a
bolt to turn is counteracted
by a tightening of the wire.
i.e. if two bolts are connected, and one tries to loosen,
it will tighten the wire and
tend to tighten the next bolt
along.
Have a look at your prop
bolts and engine mounts and
see if they are properly safetied.
Stringing a piece of
fuse wire between two bolts
and tightening it like a turnbuckle with a screwdriver is
not good enough.
know we are getting the gliders we ask for.
We all want
the safest possible gliders but
nobody wants more weight.
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The weight of tubing and fittings in a glider is so small that
I for one, wouldn't mind the
extra weight penalty of full
length bolts (with those little
old rubber caps to prevent
chafing) and more rigid tubing
and fittings.
Is Lambie really
right about the swages?
The
book "Standard Aircraft
Handbook" (Aero Publishers Inc.)
is a cheap way, ($10.75) to find
out the correct way to do it.
Trouble is, I've only seen it in
the Technical Bookshop in - Melbourne, and they don't make
hang gliders down there!
Yours sincerely,
John Roberts.

Maybe the pilot flies all the
time without shoes but quite a
large
contingent
of
learner
pilots attend gatherings such as
this and if they are greeted
with
so called "experienced"
local pilots flouting regulations
this can easily rub off and general slackness starts to pervade
their attitude - "Is there a need
to do a pre-flite" - or repack
a parachute or obtain ratings,
etc? It may not be the experienced local who suffers from
his bad example.
We are endeavouring to present
a unified organised and responsible front to our fellow air
space users, those who control
air space and most of all the
general
public.
Imagine the
impression the on-lookers on the
hill went awayh with when they
witnessed this display at Easter.
They already though we were
"mad to take off" - no - jump

off such a place, but we must
be irresponsible yobos to flout
regulations as well.
We have gained a concession to
fly to 5,000 ft. through hard
work, organisation and the presentation of a unified approach.
We have seen a small change in
the general public's attitude to
hang gliding as we become more
professional. This must be nurtured at all costs. If we do, we
will be recognised as responsible
and safe - to the greater flying
freedom of all.

Dear Sir,

Yours faithfully,
G.Smith. S.0.40

At Easter time I travelled to
Macksville to the "Pub with No
Beer Festival" were there was
a
large
number of gliders.
Whilst waiting to take off, a
pilot appeared at launch ready
to take off with no shoes on.
Being a S.O. I felt obliged to
state that he must wear suitable footwear.
In front of a
large crowd a discussion took
place and the pilot against instructions, took off.

Greg, you may not be aware of
this,
but
the
whole
sorry
episode to which you refer was
captured on video.
I have
viewed the video a number of
times and can, in all honesty,
say that I have never, in eleven
years of flying, seen such an
incredible display of officious
behaviour from a safety officer.

This incident by itself may not
amount to - much but it exhibits
a general slackness that this
growing sport can ill afford.

The pilot you chose to badger
is an experienced local pilot
who has not only flown Mt.
Yarahappinni thousands of times.

Editor's Note:

but was also largely responsible
for the site being opened in the
first place. In the seven years
I have been flying the mountains of Macksville and the Nambucca
Valley,
I
have
seen
Torquil launch barefoot in perfect safety hundreds of times.
He has not worn shoes since
he was thirteen years old and
to force him to cover his feet
in such an unnatural fashion
would seriously inhibit his ability to run, thus creating a dangerous situation.
In Torquil's
case, the only suitable footwear for any activity is precisely what he was wearing on
that day;
i.e. the leathern
souls of his own, God given,

feet. When he tried to explain
this to you, you loudly proclaimed that you had "the law
on your side" - a very doubtful
claim under the circumstances.
It was, in fact, your · loudness
that drew the attention of the
crowd to the fact that Torquil
was about to launch unshod.
The enforcement of H.G.F.A.
rules is not the only responsibility of a safety officer. As a
safety officer, you are under an
obligation to make sure that
you are in full possession of all
the facts, and to interpret the
rules
accordingly before you
act. This is especially the case
when you are flying as a guest
in someone else's backyard.

HANG GLIDING MAY NEVER

(Aero-Club-President, secretary).
Let him know of
your utmost worries regarding
the
way
President
Kepak handles today's most
important issue on a non
democratic level.

BE IN THE OLYMPICS
F.A.I. President Cenek KEPEK
promots parachuting
for the
Olympics without consulting the
F AI-Central Committee or the
CIVL.

(d)

Friends,
this means trouble.
If
we
don't fight back right now Hang
Gliding will not be at the
Olympics for a long time, if
ever.

Compare number of hang
glider pilots and parachutists in your country. (No
military parachuting!)

(b)

Press + PRo Spread the idea
that hang gliding is the one
and only true Olympic aviation sport. Peoples aviation
sport.
Because it is what
flying is all about. A true
sport. A real Olympic disCipline
Find arguments
for hang gliding.

(c)

Aero Club
Write, phone,
meet
your
telex,
cable,
local or national F AI man.

Olympic Committee - Write
and have all your influential
friends and your readers
write
to
President
Juan
Samaranch of the Olympic
Committee, (C.I.O. Chateau
de Vidy, CH-1007 Lausanne,
Switzerland). Let President
Samaranch know

Danny Scott performs
a one armed wingover
at the Stanwell Park
Freestyle.

Hang gliding is the people's
true Olympic aviation sport.

Actions to be Taken:
(a)

I'm sure that, in taking the
action you took, you were acting in the best interests of the
sport. I also congratulate you
on your obvious dedication and
enthusiasm for your task.
As
you grow in experience I feel
sure that you will become a
very good safety officer.
But
please remember that a diplomatic approach should always be
your first course of action and
that you should always be willing to interpret the rules for
local
circumstances
before
bringing out the big stick.

It is the closest you can
get to Daidalos. The man
that had asked the gods in
the Olymp.for help to fIy
to freedom.
(f)

Get in action today.
Tomorrow may be too late!
OK?! Want to know more.
Call me. 0049 89 7699 21
18.

Very truly yours,
Werner Pfandler.
Editor,
DRACHENFIEGER,
Magazine.

:tyle judge Lindsny
l oc ks on .
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By John Coby
Competition Organiser

So I mainly want to say thanks to a whole big
bunch of people who after something like two
months of waiting for the day got it. So Thankyou Competitors - We have seen the best on the
planet first.
Tim Travers, Danny Scott, Bill
Capaan, Steve Moyes, Rod Stevens, Rick Duncan,
Wayne Allen, Russel Duncan, Wayne Collison,
Bruce Daniels, Scott Berry and Mark Barnfield.
Thankyou judges and helpers. Your support was
rock solid. We did it.
Thanks Chris, Lindsay,
Rolf, Forrest, Brian, Adam and Ron.
There's so much to write about the Freestyle
Competition, the events, the non-events, the
aborted attempts, the waiting, the celebrating
and best of all the people. If I tried to document the events which happened it would probably take a whole issue of SKYSAILOR. So I
won't.
I don't think that I can really go into
the results in great depth either. I've tried, having a go at writing your typical results of the
competition type of article, but it just didn't reflect my post mega - effort feeling that I have
been blissfully wallowing in for some days now.
It feels great. Sort of like a big release and
just laying back into a giant fluffy cushion going
," Ahhhh wasn't it great?"
'

SKYSAI LOR
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Thank you T.V. crew. You were always there
and always first. I can tell a professional team
when I see it. Thanks Steve, Al (The electric)
and Terry.
Thank you Sponsors and providers.
Moyes Hang
Gliders, Enterprise Wings, Skysoaring Industries,
Stanwell Park Kiosk and Icecream van, Aerial
Technics School of Hang Gliding, Airspace School
of Hang Gliding, Enterprise School of Hang Gliding, Park Comfort, H.G.F.A., Parachutes Australia, and the Gilmores for the meat for one of
the barbecues.
How many one day competitions have you been to that had three barbecues?

ST V

L

E

Pho t os by Ada m Hun t .

Thanks to all of you, for without your positive
input we would have had nothing.
So who won? Who cares! It's sad that there
must be winners and losers. To me there were
no losers, everybody won.
We saw a classic
example of the old Australian ethiC, "Have a go
you mug". So on Sunday 6th April, we got classic Stanwell Park and the energy flowed like a
giant dust devil with its vortex on the point of
Bald Hill.
The results and prizes were:
1.

Rick Duncan,
$1,000 + Silver Goblet + Dan Racanelli
Memorial (Perpetual) Trophy.

2.

Danny Scott
$500 + Silver Goblet

3.

Steve Moyes
$250 + Silver Goblet
Bruce Daniel
$125 + Silver Goblet
Scott Berry
Altimetre (Value $110)
Wayne Collison
Backpack donated by
Gliding Team.

4.
5.
6.

Encouragement prizes of a Video "Freestyle '83"
were won by Wayne Allen, Rod Stevens, Bill Capaan and Tim Travers.
So you see everyone won.
ators.

Especially the spect-

Now
haven't told you much about the action
have I? That's because I don't want to spoil
your fun of seeing this competition on video.
The boys recorded it with 3 cameras and ended
up with 16 hours of raw material which they will
edit down to either 1 or 2 hours of transmission
quality programme. We hope this to be the best
Hang Gliding video ever made. It will be advertised, so look out for it.
Well that about does it except for one last
Thank you; Thank you God for the people, the
places, the fun, the sun, the light and the life.
Now we know why we had to wait. Your foresight is like our hindsight.

the

Brazillian

Hang

See you in '88.
John.
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with da r k blu e I . e ,

l em on u . s . Sweet hR nd l in e g lider in go o d

MOYES GTR (P.R.4)
White mainsail, dark blue leadi n g edge
and light blue under surface.
As new
condition. 13 months' old, very low
hours.
$1,800

c on diti o n . Pit c h connect i o n, o wn e r s
ma nu a l , ba tte n profi l es . 5950 .
? h o ne Cr ai g Wo r th 0n d le a ve
mes sag e : (06 5 ) 59 ? 7 13 .

Phone: Tim (062) 36 5123
MOYES GTS 170 ( P .R.3)

GT 170 ( ? R. 3)
Red , wt ite . No Dutter i n
sail . Desp era te for sale .

( Bank wo n ' t

ta ke it a s paym e nt o n Bank c a rd) .

51000 or r0 asonab l e o f fe r .
Ba r r y (062 ) Bd72 49 ( a . h)

Sandwich
cloth.
Green
Speed b ar .
$1,550.

and

Also, La Mouette
chn. CB Radio.

a nd

with
20ft.
increments,
glider attachment $100.00

Excellent condi~ion, white with red
leading edge and undersurface.
Speed
bar. Must sell, owner going overseas.
$950.00 Neg.

HUMMINGBIRD VARIO
attachment - $150.

new.

Suit

Phone: Daniel or Greg on
(049) 43 8578
(049) 49 8023

rm!\usTIc 5 wa tt 40 Channel (:13 2adi o
Late st, sr:Jal l si ze mo d e l. ')ifi t al
c a nnel a nd ba ttery s t rp. !lg t h d i. spl ay .
n e w.

~ 1 00 . 00

irJDDOCl( V :, in C /AI/I' I ~/En~R .
!\ dJ ust a':) l s
sj nk r.: . l·H'rr., lin s 'T -l s ed 81 t i. mp. :. er

a c cur D.te t o 200:.,(- ft .,
s e t t ing e tc.

~ o re

VE-10

glider

'0 '

r o me t.·::: r ,

de t a i l s on r o a u e s t

Phone: Wayne (044) 48 7511
MOYES MISSILE '180 '

(P.R.3)

Black LIE. Red double surface.
Black TIE in top condition plus French
Connection, also PiA Cocoon Harness
(Black, what else) with 'chute.
The Lot - $1,400
or best offer
Phone:

John Foley (043) 32 4375

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM (P.R.3)
Original K40, 40 channel AM Transiever
Vox system, proven and reliable.
Head
set, boom mike.
Also 1 -9 AH gel cell
rechargable
battery.
Recharger.
Excellent for touring.
Only $150.00
Phone: Carl (02) 449 6637
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OR $200 THE LOT

Back pack harness
like
pilot (6 ' 2") red and blue.
$150. Neg.

a~

including

AND

PLUS

SKY SAILOR
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AIRCRAFT ALTIMETER

MOYES MISSILE 180R (P.R.3)

JIE

Tandy

Phone: Forrie, Todd, Smil or Stump:
(049) 63 3938

nsw

Ha r d l y u se d,

harness

white.

SABRE 166 (P.R.4)
MOYES MARS 170 (P.R.1)
One year old, with only two or three
hours flying time since new.
Dark
blue and white sail.
Phone:

Dacron U/surface.
Surf cote Mainsail
Very clean wing.
V. B. and speed bar.
Flies very well.
Priced right for
quick sale.
$1,000.00

Jonathan Berry (02) 660 5810
Phone: Airspace Hang Gliding
(02) 398 2902

MISSILE 180 (P.R.3)
ALSO
Regre ttably must sell this magnificent
machine.
One of the best around.
White mainsail, lime green L/E and
U/S. Speed bar, spare downtubes, kingpost fair i ng. Very good condition.
$720.00 O.N.O.
P.A. back-up 'chute attached to P.A.
cocoon harness (medium sized) and balla s t bag.
$3 95.00
Litek v a ri o , P.A. altimeter a nd small
compas s on Kwik-klamp.
$245.00
Realistic TRC 208 5 watt, 6 channel
portable CB radio, with bracket for
easy fitting to downtube.
$90.00
K40 car CB radio, with magnetic aerial
$100.00
Tow b ridle - $2 0 . 00

2 POD HARNESS
Made in N. Z. by John Ahearn.
Brand
spanking new.
Both black and very
comfortable.
No wrinkles.
Competitively
price
$350.00
each.
Pod
harnesses can also be made to measure
and sent here to Australia within 3
weeks of order being placed.
Contact

Bruce Reeve,
P.O. Box 129 ,
Mullumbimby. N.S.W. 2482
Or
Ai rspace Hang Glid i ng (02) 398 2902

P.A . DELUXE COCOON HARNESS
Navy blue exterior with red and white
ballast compa rtment
panels and red
interior ; · with P.A. parachute.
Size
- me dium - 5'1 0" .
Excellent c o ndition
$ 55 0.00
Phone: Da l e (02) 644 6552

Ha nd fai rings - $2 0.00
Medium Helmet - $15.00
ALSO
VW
Kombi,
idealhangie's
vehicle.
1971 recon. 1600 engine, rego to 3/87,
roof racks, excellent runner.
$2,100.00
For all the above bargains Phone: Peter Meredith (02) 959 5742
(horne)

GENERAL DYNAMICS F 111 C (P. R.1)
Adva nced f i ghter bomber, wi t h va r iabl e
g eome try, st a t e - of- th e- a rt r ada r e va sion
t ec hn ol ogy, s pa re upri gh t and full
compliment of napa lm and cluster bombs.
Rebuilt a nd checked ov e r by our mod ern
Mo s cow workshop . Make me a n o ff e r.
(Ph) MUa r mar (02) 264 70 44.

GYRO 1 80 ( P . R. 1 )
Rainbow
and
white,
top
condition,
i ncluding spare upright and aerial.
The perfect beginner's glider.
Reduced to $1,150 O.N.O.

One blue pod harness with gold and
o:ange strip.
Given
for repairs at
T~chborn (Flatlands)
at Christmas and
not yet returned.

Phone: Peter Hansen (049) 71 2330

COUtid the person involved please
con t ac me. (URGENT)
Mark Madden

(063) 62 8656
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FOIL 155 (P.R.4)

WA NTED: SWI FT 170 or BANDI T 180

Almost brand new.
Dark blue, light
blue and white.
Absolutely unmarked.
Special bargain.
$2,150.00 O.N.O.

I n good condition. Will pay around
~)OO f or ei th e r e
Steve: ( O.? ) 6998 936.

Phone: Forrest (02) 450 2186
MOYES MARS 170 (P.R.1)
Flown three times,
harness and helmet
included.
$1,250.00
Phone: Peter (02) 95 5990
GYRO 180 (P.R.1)
green
White,
yellow,
condition.
$1,050.00

sail.

Good

PLUS

PULSAR 165 (P.R.3)
Excellent
condition,
flies
well.
Colours - red LIE, Green uls and white
TIE. Comes with swivel tips, also new
batten pockets and sail touched up.
$600.00 O.N.O.
Phone: Tony Dennis (060) 24 1787 (b.h.)
(057) 62 3292 (a . h.)
"HANG GLIDING" MAGAZINES (U.S.H.G.A.)
As New

FOIL 165 PROTOTYPE (P.R.4)
Ideal first high performance glider
with beautiful, easy, crisp handling.
In very good condition.
A bargain at $1,200.
PLUS
H.R.

HOL~£N

HANG GLIDING VEHICLE (P.R1)

Featuring Datsun 4-speed gearbox, layback bucket seats, carpet for comfort
spotlights, extra strong glider rack~
AND a C.B. radio.
Truly a great hang
gliding car. This sturdy vehicle knows
its own way to most hang gliding sites
in eastern Australia.
Price:

Jan. - Nov. 1985 - 11 copies
$10.00 + Postage.
Phone: Jim Kelly (03) 337 7524
MOYES MARS 170 (P.R.1)
Good condition, tight sail.
$1,100.00
Phone: Russell (03) 523 8663

qld

As much as I can get
PROBE II 175 (P.R.3)

Bruce: (042) 94 2767
Light blue and white. Flies excellent.
$900.00
SKYTREK BANDIT 180 (P.R.1)
Phone: Andy (079) 79 7161
Blue leading edge, white sail.
Very
good condition, with P. A., prone harness.
$700.00
Phone: Bruce Kerl (02) 521 3482
(02) 521 2016
SWIFT 170 (P.R.3)
Red, sky blue.
$299.00
Phone: Trevor Jones (042)
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The reasonsvvhy.

• •

2ND

1ST

-1986 STANWELL PARK FREESTYLE COMPETITION-

Choose GTR: Proven performance, brilliant handling
- MOYES DEALER LIST N.S.W.
Airborne School Of
Hang Gliding
280 Charlestown Road
Charlestown 2290
(049) 39-599
Aerial Technics
42 Stanwell Avenue
Stanwell Park 2509
(042) 94-2545
Cloudbase
Blackhorse Farm
Hume Highway
Sutton Forest 2577
(048) 789-274
Neil Mersham
P.O. Box 126
Byron Bay 2481
(066) 857-854
John Kleven
5 Morrong Place
Cooma North 2630
(064) 822-457

Tom Sheumack
23 Henrys Road
Forresters Beach 2260
Home (043) 84-3734
Craig Worth
C/- P.O. Blackhead
2430
(065) 592-713

VICTORIA
WesHili
15 Heather Avenue
Ashwood 3147
(03) 277-7942
Mike Coburn
4/169 Albert Street
Port Melbourne 3207
(03) 645-2279
Rob Van Der Klooster
44 Tanner Street
Breakwater 3219
Home (052) 223-019

A.C.T.
Brett Freebody
84 Mugga Way
Red Hill 2603
(062) 957-434
QUEENSLAND
Scott Tucker
73 Main Street
Beenleigh 4207
Bernie Gonsalves
25 Ruth Street
Caboolture 4510
(07) 205-5931
Nev Akers
205 Scott Street
Cairns 4870
(070) 512-438
Richard Nevins
12 Gayle Street
Southport 4215
(075) 324-874

SOUTH
AUSTRALIA
Larry Jones
15 Vincent Street
Christies Beach 5165
(08) 382-4217

WESTERN
AUSTRALIA
Roy Brierley
12 Traylen Road
Bayswater 6053 Perth
(09) 271-4320

~~5
173 BRONTE RD. WAVERLEY,
SYDNEY, NSW 2024.

. (02) 387-51 14

